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ABSTRACT

Facing intense competition in the service industry, PT. Panca Tehnik Banjarmasin must take advantage of developments in information technology to optimize the sales accounting system. The use of a computer-based accounting system that is integrated with inventory, payment and customer tracking systems can increase efficiency, accuracy and quality of sales services. This system also helps track sales performance and make strategic decisions to face competition. Based on field observations and interviews with a number of related staff, the results of this research indicate that there are weaknesses in PT's sales accounting system. Five Techniques, namely delays in data processing, obstacles in collecting account receivables, no credit limit control, and no database for document storage. The advantages of PT. Panca Tehnik in its sales accounting system is that there is a clear separation of duties, complete and documented archives and documents, and has developed several sales sub-systems that help forecast future sales activities.

INTRODUCTION

PT. Panca Tehnik is a company operating in the services sector founded in 2005. The beginning of the business unit of PANCA GROUP are Services and Production that have served the company mining, plantations, oil and gas. PANCA GROUP is a combination from three companies and one supporting company unit, spread across South Kalimantan Province. This company's business area are Construction Services, Workshop Services & Repair and Supplier. The income generated from sales is the biggest company's net profit. Sales recording procedures is used to record sales transactions for goods or services either credit or cash.

According to Diana and Setiawati (2010) in credit sales transactions if the customer's order has been fulfilled by delivery of goods or services, to a certain period of
time a company has receivables from its customers. Sale Goods or services can be sold through credit or cash sales cash. Preliminary observations were carried out from July to November 2023 in the Accounting division found that in the process of recording income and expenditure, it has been carried out using the Accurate and Microsoft Excel applications, but the company also uses manual recording even though the customers always come in large numbers.

In this case, companies need to pay attention to technological developments information is increasing rapidly in the management of sales accounting systems. In today’s digital era, many companies have switched to using accounting systems computer-based sales to increase management efficiency and accuracy sale.

According to Simarmata and Situmorang (2023) with the existence of an accounting system integrated sales with inventory, payment and customers tracking systems, companies can optimize sales processes and improve quality of service to customers, in addition, with the existence of an accounting system good sales, companies can also more easily measure sales performance. This is very important for PT. Panca Tehnik in dealing with intense competition in the service industry.

This research aims to analyze the sales accounting system used by PT. Panca Tehnik, as well as analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the sales accounting system currently implemented. It is hoped that the results of this research can provide valuable input for companies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their sales accounting systems.

RESEARCH METHOD

This is a qualitative research that was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the sales accounting system in supporting the sales process at PT Panca Tehnik. The data used in this research are primary data and secondary data. Primary data is obtained through observations and interviews, while secondary data is in the form of financial report data and documentation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sales Process at PT. Panca Tehnik

The credit sales process carried out by PT. Panca Tehnik includes integrated steps to understand customer needs, develop agreements, offer products or services, and complete transactions. The following are the general stages in credit sales process:

1. Customers can come directly to buy goods from the company. This customer's order was continued to the marketing department to explain related product information. Customers can also order goods through marketing staff or via telephone, WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter to ask about product problems and the availability of the desired goods. If the desired item is available, the customer can immediately make a transaction. The customer will fill in the Purchase Order (PO).

2. The general staff explains to the customer that the requested items will be fulfilled within a certain period of time and if the customer agrees, the sales department
will create an invoice for the goods order. The first invoice is submitted to the buyer as proof of ordering goods, the second invoice is submitted to the admin section and the third invoice is filed with the general section as proof of order entry. The admin section will input the sales detail in Sales Order (SO) in Accurate application.

3. Before the first invoice is handed over to the buyer, the financial administration staff asks the customer for a down payment. Then these credit sales are recorded in the company's accounts receivable report. Customers are given a time limit for repayment of receivables by the company depending on the time period the customer wants to take.

Flowchart of the sales process at PT. The Panca Tehnik are shown in the following image.

Figure 1. Sales Process Flowchat

In sales transactions at PT. Panca Tehnik Banjarmasin there are several weaknesses that need to be considered;

**Delays in Data Processing**

In cash and credit sales process, general staff act as a seller and create an invoice for the customer order. The finance staff receives advance payments and records them in the company's financial reports at the end of the month or period which is sometimes late in processing, and then resulting in delays in the production process.
**Obstacles in debt collection**

In the credit sales procedure, the financial administration department examines the suitability of prospective debtors in paying debts. These credit sales are recorded in the company's accounts receivable report. Then debt collectors sometimes experience obstacles in debt collection which ultimately affects the company's cash funds due to the burden they bear. According to Zea (2016), the more debt, the higher the burden borne, for example bankruptcy costs, agency costs, interest costs and others.

**There is no control over credit limits**

There are no procedures that control limits customer credit so the possibility of bad credit is quite high. Gitman (2006) said that the goal of managing accounts receivable is to collect receivables as quickly as possible without losing sales.

**Reports are saved only in Microsoft Excel files**

So far, transaction data and reports have been stored in Microsoft Excel files with very limited use. Companies do not yet use databases to store large amounts of overall data that can be accessed electronically from a computer system, this is an obstacle in checking this data. According to Cloudeka (2023) databases are very important for managing large and growing amounts of data.

**Do not create an allowance for uncollectible accounts**

PT. Panca Tehnik does not make allowances for uncollectible account receivables. According to Herawati (2023), the bad debt estimation method is an accounting method used by companies to estimate the amount of account receivables that have not been successfully repaid by debtors. This method is also often referred to as the allowance for account receivables method.

Apart from the weaknesses, here are several strengths of the company's sales accounting system that have been identified:

**The accounting cycle has been carried out well**

Pratama (2023) stated that the accounting cycle is the process of recording, processing and reporting financial transactions regularly. In this case, PT Panca Tehnik has implemented the entire accounting cycle in an orderly manner, so that the resulting financial reports are reliable.

**Data and documents are stored properly**

All credit sales transaction activities have been recorded on computer technology to facilitate the audit process. According to Oktavia (2015), the use of information technology in audits makes it easier for auditors to create audit working papers, obtain information related to the audited company, detect fraud, carry out regular monitoring, create audit reports, make it easier to store audit files, and make it easier for auditors to carry out data analysis.

**There is separation of duties and no employees have multiple duties**

Each function is separated and there are no duplicate tasks in one function, so as to minimize the opportunity for incorrect recording or fraud by employees so that the security of company assets, the accuracy and reliability of accounting data can be well maintained. According to Mulyadi (2008:221) a good accounting system in sales should be that the sales function must be separated from the credit function, the accounting
function must be separated from the sales function and the credit function, the accounting function must be separated from the cash function.

**PT Panca Tehnik has created a sales sub system**

PT Panca Tehnik created a sales subsystem to analyze sales trends and make future sales forecasts. PT Panca Tehnik analyzes sales data to identify recent trends and uses their historical data to predict future sales. Then, the results will help Managers in strategic planning and decision making.

**CONCLUSION**

PT. Panca Tehnik has recorded a sales accounting system regularly which includes the journaling process, general ledger, trial balance, adjusting journal and closing journal. Based on the results of observations and interviews with staff, there are several weaknesses in PT Panca Tehnik's sales accounting system. Delays in data processing can slow down the production process. No control over credit limits make the possibility of bad credit is quite high. The company also didn’t create an allowance for uncollectible account receivables, so it may harmful their balance. The last one is data storage, the company also does not have a centralized database to store all company data.

Despite the weaknesses, PT Panca Tehnik has several strengths of the company's sales accounting system that have been identified. The accounting cycle has been carried out well, so that the company’s financial report is reliable. Even though the company doesn't have a centralized database, they store the data and documents very well in order to make the audit process easier. Each function (department) in PT Panca Tehnik is separated and there are no duplicate tasks in one function to minimize the opportunity for incorrect recording or fraud by employees so that the security of company assets, the accuracy and reliability of accounting data can be well maintained. The last is that the company has created the sales subsystem to analyze trend and make future sales forecasts. It is hoped that the results of this research can provide input to PT Panca Tehnik and similar companies to control their receivables, use databases, and ensure that data processing can be carried out in a timely manner so as not to hamper production processes and other operational activities.
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